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Bob Larsen, White Earth, Leech Lake/Cass Lake Ojibwe,
Beaded Dance Cape (detail). 1970’s. Beadwork on deerskin.

Bob Larsen:
The Circle is the Circle of Creation. It signifies that all is equal and
all is within.
The brown maple leaf is for Mother Earth.
The blue is for water; the green is for things that grow.
The lavender is for humankind. The six light green leaves are for
animal life.
The black stems and yellow background are for night and day.
The red in the center and on the leaves stands for the Creator and
his life-blood to all Creation.1
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Dewey Goodwin, White Earth Ojibwe, Wolf Cub. Stone carving.
Photo by Kari Adams, University of Minnesota, Morris.
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Fred Benjamin – Musician and Traditional Elder
Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe, 1984
The way the Indian people, long ago, made their songs was by looking
at what the Great Spirit gave them to understand in their minds; by
looking at what God had created for them to look at, to make songs
out of what they saw. Like the leaves when the wind blows – they’re
shaking; they make a little noise. That’s how they got the idea to put
bells on their legs.

Gerald Leroy White, Niizhogaabo, Eagle Clan,
Leech Lake Pillager Ojibwe Band, Four Dancers, c. 2021.

And sometimes you see a fowl, like an eagle, an owl, a chicken hawk.
The Indian people looked at them, the way they’d swing their wings,
how they’d go down and up. That’s how they make the pitch for their
songs. The same way with the water, when they’d go in a canoe
4

they’d drift around. That’s where they get the pitch for their songs;
when they’d go low and they’d come up high, just like nice little waves
coming around. And sometimes they’d go straight in a canoe; then
they’d make that kind of pitch on a song, kind of smooth-like. And
when they’d see evergreens, they’d look at those leaves when the wind
blew. You can tell the leaves are dancing. And that’s when they’d
make little fast songs, looking at those leaves going up and down.
And everything they’d see – when they looked at the sky, the clouds,
they’d make songs out of those. And they’d make words out of the
clouds that they saw. And they’d think there’s kind of a holy spirit
going around.2

Erik Michael Mitchell, Red Cliff Band of Ojibwe,
Near My Cabin in Side Lake, MN May 2, 2021.
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Introduction
In 1984, I curated an exhibition and authored a catalog titled, Circle
of Life: Cultural Continuity in Ojibwe Crafts at the Duluth Depot
Heritage and Arts Center.3 Co-workers included Wendy Savage,
Ralph Fairbanks, Bob and Sara Dylan, Larry and Joan Gruenwald,
Rachel Ewoldson, Alyce Johnsen, Diane Schaefer, Ken Moran,
Randy Croce, Terry Thompson, Pam Nordby and Judith Anderson.
The exhibition combined historical and contemporary arts in craft
media with a focus on Minnesota and some examples from other
areas. I recall how fortunate I felt at connecting with people from a
different culture and working with craft objects that seemed to pass
on a sense of the goodness of life.

Ojibwe Bandoleer Bag [detail], c.1880-1890. Pouch w. 11.5.” Beads on velvet lined
with cotton cloth and yarn tassels. Yellow tape edging. Minnesota Historical Society,
Acc. # 9666.8. Photo by Ken Moran.4
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Ojibwe Bandolier Bag. late 19th-early 20th century. L. 43”. Minnesota Historical
Society, Acc. # 9666.8. Photo by Ken Moran. Bandolier bags like this one (related
in form to soldiers’ supply bags) have frequently been worn in dress outfits for
mainly aesthetic purposes, as the pouches are often without actual openings.
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Ojibwe Cloth Dolls from White Earth, MN, no later than 1940. Male Doll h.13.5”; female
h.12.28”. Minnesota Historical Society, Acc. # 8014.1 and # 8014.2. Beaded and embroidered
cloth and deerskin. The man wears bandolier bags across his shoulders. The ‘otter tail’
design of diamond and lozenge shapes near the hem of the woman’s dress has been said to
relate to the way an otter runs and slides on the ice.5
These dolls are works of sculpture (as I see it), both in their aesthetic qualities and the ways
in which they express the living presence of people portrayed.

I was reminded of the exhibition again in 2016 by threats to the
environment that I felt were congruent with threats to Native people
and others in vulnerable positions. Native speakers and writers had
been warning about dangers of environmental destruction for
8

decades, relating them to prophetic traditions that are thought to go
back hundreds of years. Though Native spiritual traditions and
recent perceptions are diverse, most teach respect for plants, animals,
and other human beings, as well as the air, earth and water that
nourish us. I feel that Anishinaabe arts often get at an essence of life
that is missing in what passes for wealth in much of society.

Birch and Quill Box, Ojibwe, or Ottawa, from Manitoulin Island, Ontario, 1970’s. Natural
and dyed porcupine quills on birchbark. Private collection. The artist commented that her
aim was to create objects that would make people feel good.

This presentation is a small-scale update of material from the 1984
catalog (now out of print). It focuses on statements by Anishinaabe
oral historians, educational speakers, and writers, in conjunction
with examples of painting, sculpture, photography and craft media.
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Spellings and Pronunciations of Ojibwe Words
a as in about
aa as in father
e as in café
i as in pin

ii as in seen
o as in book
oo as in boot, boat6

Pronunciations vary between groups. The audio recordings of spoken words
at the following sites give an idea of the subtleties of the language:
Anishinaabe (Anishinaa’bé): anishinaabe (na) | The Ojibwe People's Dictionary (umn.edu)
Ojibwe (Ojib’wé): ojibwe (na) | The Ojibwe People's Dictionary (umn.edu)
Gitchi Manitou (gizhe-manidoo): gizhe-manidoo (na) | The Ojibwe People's Dictionary
(umn.edu)

Wanda Barker’s video, Anishinaabemowin, [Anishinaabe Book] ABC’s,
introduces some widely used words. Anishinaabemowin ABCs - Learn Ojibwe! - YouTube.

Melvin Losh, Leech Lake Ojibwe Band, Bena, MN, The Beautiful
Appaloosa Pony, 2017. Porcupine quills on birchbark box.
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Anishinaabe People

Ojibwe Baby in Cradleboard, early 20th century. Relative of the lender.
Hand-tinted photo; black and white copy by Ken Moran. Private collection.

Anishinaabe (Anishinaabeg pl.) is the name Ojibwe and several
related Algonquian-speaking peoples use for themselves, along
11

with tribal names. It is usually translated as Original People,
Spontaneous People, or simply People. The term is also used
simply to refer to Native people.
Many tribal names initially described locations or characteristics.
The Waabanakiig (Abinake or Penobscot) lived in the east; waaban
means ‘east’ or ‘dawn.’ Boodewaadamii (Potawatomi) means ‘those
who tend the fire.’ Odaawa (Ottawa) means traders.
The Ojibwe, Ottawa and Potawatami were branches of a single
federation known as the “Three Fires.” They are thought to have
met at the homes of Potawatami, who were known as keepers of
communal fires. The name Ojibwe (initially pronounced
‘Chippeway’ by British contacts) may refer either to a type of
puckered moccasin the people wore, or their pictographic writing
on birchbark scrolls that recorded spiritual and historical
traditions.7

Ojibwe Moccasins, c.1900-1950.
3”x 5”x 10” and 3”x 5” x 9.75”.
Minnesota Historical Society,
Acc. # 2011.208.129, A, B.

Oral Traditions and Pictographic Records
Accounts of early Anishinaabe life have been passed on through oral
histories combined with pictographic reminders on birch-bark,
12

copper, and paintings on rocks. The pictographic records are terse,
lending themselves to more than one interpretation. Rather than
detailed, journalistic reports, they are reminders for oral narratives.
Pictographic writing has been preserved and interpreted by
members of the Midéwiwin (Medicine) Lodge.
William Whipple Warren, a 19th-century part-Ojibwe historian,
wrote about one such record, shown to him by his great-uncle
Tug-waug-aun-ay, a chief in the region and member of the Crane
Clan traditionally associated with leadership.8
This family hold in their possession a circular plate of virgin
copper, on which is rudely marked indentations…denoting the
number of generations of the family who have passed away
since they first pitched their lodges at Shaug-a-waum-ik-ong
[Chequamegon Bay area] and took possession of the adjacent
country, including the island of La Pointe [Madeline Island].
When I witnessed this curious family register in 1842, it was
exhibited by Tug-waug-aun-ay to my father. The old chief kept
it carefully buried in the ground, and seldom displayed it. On
this occasion he brought it to view at the entreaty of my mother,
whose maternal uncle he was…
On this plate of copper was marked eight deep indentations,
denoting the number of his ancestors who had passed away since
they first lighted their fire at Shaug-a-waum-ik-ong… By the
rude figure of a man with a hat on his head, placed opposite one
of the indentations, was denoted the period when the white race
first made his appearance among them. This mark occurred in the
third generation, leaving five generations which have passed
away since that important era in their history.9
13

Migration Narratives

Map 1: Anishinaabe Migrations and Settlements. Based in part on Secondary Booklet – The
Land of the Ojibwe (Minnesota Historical Society, 1973), Map 1, and Garte, Circle of Life…
(1984), Map 1 by Diane Schaefer. The gray portions are major areas where Anishinaabe
groups moved and settled, along with other Native peoples, in the Great Lakes region and
further west. The red lines show the general direction of earlier migrations from the
Atlantic Coast.10 See below for a close-up.

As described by George Aubid, a Mille Lacs Ojibwe historian
familiar with both oral/pictographic traditions and non-Indian
histories, remote ancestors of peoples ranged from Alaska to
Maine, sometimes crossing into Siberia. They followed the polar
bear and other animals, from one place to another, knowing there
would be food where they went. When people left a place, others
were free to move into it. If those returning didn’t want to
challenge them, they would go to another area.11 They then lived
along the Atlantic Coast for an extremely long period of time.12
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At some time before 16th-century European explorations, groups
began to move southwest along the St. Lawrence River and then
west, stopping for extended periods in areas now in Ontario,
Michigan and Wisconsin. A major place of settlement was
Manitoulin Island, near the Ontario coast of Lake Huron.

Map 2. Anishinaabe Migrations and Settlements (detail).

Ojibwe, Ottawa and Potawatomi peoples were initially part of a
single federation. They are thought to have separated near
Sault Ste. Marie, while retaining cultural ties.13 Some groups later
moved west along the northern and southern shores of Lake
Superior. Madeline Island or Mo-ning-wun-a-kaun-ing (usually
translated ‘place of golden-shafted flickers’), at southwest tip of
Lake Superior in Chequamegon Bay, became a major spiritual
center.14
William Warren included traditional migration narratives in his
19th-century History of the Ojibway People. Theresa Schenck, editor
of the book’s 2009 edition and an Ojibwe/Blackfoot scholar, shared
research on his life in her introduction.15
15

Warren was born on Madeline Island in 1825. His mother, Marie
Cadotte, was Ojibwe and French. His father, Lyman Marcus Warren
was an American fur trader. For the first six years of his childhood,
he lived on Madeline Island in a home where only Ojibwe was
spoken. Young children were traditionally educated with stories,
and he heard them from his mother, grandmother, and great uncle,
Tug-waug-aun-ay.
After attending non-Indian schools, he returned home in his teens
and quickly relearned the language, exchanging stories with friends
and relatives. As a young adult, Warren took several positions as a
language and culture interpreter, which enabled him to hear a vast
number of stories. He also worked for Indian agents as a translator
but lost his last position after he advocated for Lake Superior bands
during government attempts to move them to Minnesota Territories
from Michigan and Wisconsin.16 Being without income and ill
with consumption, he prepared the unfinished manuscript for
publication quickly, to try to support his family. He died at the
age of twenty-eight.
In describing a Midéwiwin (Medicine Lodge) ceremony he was
permitted to watch, Warren quoted parts of a migration narrative
told by one of the ceremonial leaders. The leader held a small
cowry shell (symbol of the Midéwiwin Lodge) in his hand as he
spoke:
While our forefathers were living on the great salt water
toward the rising sun, the great Megis (sea-shell) showed
itself above the surface of the great water, and the rays of the
sun for a long time were reflected from its glossy back. It
gave warmth and light to the Anishinaabeg [Anishinaabeg].
16

All at once it sunk in the deep, and for a time our ancestors
were not blessed with its light. It rose to the surface and
appeared again on the great river that drains the waters of
the Great Lakes, and again for a long time it gave life to our
forefathers and reflected back the light of the sun. Again it
disappeared from sight and it rose not, until it appeared to the
eyes of the Anishinaabeg on the shores of the first Great Lake.
Again it sank from sight, and death daily visited the wigwams
of our forefathers, till it showed its back, and reflected the rays
of the sun once more at Bow-et-ting (Sault Ste. Marie). Here it
remained for a long time, but once more, and for the last time,
it disappeared, and the An-ish-in-aub-ag were left in darkness
and misery, till it floated and once more showed its bright
back at Mo-ning-wukauning (La Pointe Island), where it has
ever since reflected back the rays of the sun, and blessed our
ancestors with life, light, and wisdom.17

Yinan Chen, Madeline Island – Rocky Shoreline, April 5, 2012.
Wikipedia Commons
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Warren continued:
A few days after, anxious to learn the true meaning of this
allegory, I proceeded one evening to the lodge of the old priest,
and presenting him with some tobacco and cloth [a gesture of
respect and reciprocity], I requested him to explain to me the
meaning of his Midéwi harangue.
After filling his pipe and smoking of the tobacco I had presented,
he proceeded to give me the desired information as follows:
“My grandson,” he said, “the Megis I spoke of means the
Me-da-we religion. Our forefathers, many strings of lives ago,
lived on the shores of the Great Salt Water in the east…The
Great Spirit, at the intercession of Man-ab-o-sho18 the great
common uncle of the Anishinaabe, granted him this rite
wherewith life is restored and prolonged.
“Our forefathers moved from the shores of the great water, and
proceeded westward. The Me-da-we Lodge was pulled down,
and it was not erected, till our forefathers again took a stand
on the shores of the great river near where Mo-ne-aung
(Montreal) now stands.
In the course of time this town was again deserted, and our
forefathers still proceeding westward, lit not their fires till they
reached the shores of Lake Huron, where again the rites of the
Me-da-we were practised. Again these rites were forgotten, and
the Me-da-we lodge was not built till the Ojibways found
themselves congregated at Bow-e-ting (outlet of Lake Superior),
where it remained for many winters. Still the Ojibways moved
westward, and for the last time the Me-da-we lodge was
18

erected on the Island of La Pointe [Madeline Island], and here,
long before the pale face appeared among them, it was practiced
in its purest and most original form. Many of our fathers lived
the full term of life granted to mankind by the Great Spirit, and
the forms of many old people were mingled with each rising
generation.
“This, my grandson, is the meaning of the words you did not
understand; they have been repeated to us by our fathers for
many generations.” 19
Eddie Benton-Banai [also spelled Benai], a Lac Courte Oreilles
Midéwiwin and Drum Society leader who grew up within his own
culture, shared a related tradition in The Mishomis [Grandfather]
Book: The Voice of the Ojibway and a PBS video, Tribal Histories:
Ojibwe History.20 The tradition connects decisions to move west
to prophetic warnings of future destruction on the East Coast,
and advice to look for a place “where food grows on water”
(characteristic of the Great Lakes Region where wild rice grows).
Those prophecies then go beyond migrations and relate to situations
that come up to the present. (See below, pp. 32-34.)
Seasonal Life
In 1984, Mille Lacs Ojibwe educators, Batiste Sam, Francis Sam,
Maude Kegg and George Aubid recorded talks about seasonal
movements and activities, as quoted below. They refer largely to
the fur trade period of the 18th and early 19th centuries, but the
activities predated European contacts. Some have continued into
the present, with along with adaptive changes related to economic
necessities.21
19

Winter

Karen Savage-Blue, Fond du Lac Ojibwe, Sawyer, MN, First Snow Cover, c. 2013-2014. Oil
painting. Posted by Ed Newman, Ennyman's Territory: Local Art Seen: Karen Savage-Blue @ The
Pine Knot (pioneerproductions.blogspot.com)

In the fall, before it got too cold, they’d start to gather up, about
six or seven families or more. They’d go back in the woods where
there is plenty of game and where they could be well sheltered…
The wigwam had to be insulated. First, they’d put cattails
around it, and then birchbark so that cattails wouldn’t soak
through when it snowed. And before it snowed, they’d bank it up
with dirt. And when it snowed, they’d bank it up with snow. On
the ground they’d have cedar boughs or pine needles, but their
mats were made from bulrushes from the lake. They had to keep
20

a fire going, of course, every day and night, in order to keep
warm. It was open on top where you could see the smoke going
out.22
There was a roll of birchbark [near the door] …They always
seemed to know when a storm was approaching, and so they
were prepared. The birch bark leaves just a little space open, but
that’s covered with a hide. And then there’s rocks on each side or
a big log holding the doorway down. So while the storm rages
outside, they’re nice and comfortable in there.
The sweat lodge is a little teepee. That’s where they’d take their
baths. It is also used for ceremonial purposes. There’s a pit in
there, and they have a fire and rocks. The snow is put on top of
that, sending steam up. A bear hide on the door spells privacy.
You didn’t go there when the bear hide was there; someone was
probably taking a bath, or they were holding a ceremony in there.
There was a separate teepee where Grandma and Grandpa’s
children would be living. Grandma and Grandpa were respected
and they’d stay in their own teepee. And their children stayed in
the next one.23
Children would be brought together in a lodge or wiigiwaam.
The kids would come in and there’d be one schoolteacher and one
‘sergeant-at arms’… He tells them to respect elders. Respect has
a deep meaning to it… The teachers were people who could speak
the language prolifically, and the children would learn the right
way to speak from them. They would learn the culture, the
traditional ways, and social customs.
Then, in the evenings, starting with the first snowfall, they would
be told Indian stories. They would be taught Winnabojoo
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stories… and about the Midéwiwin. The history of the people
would be told. By the last snow, they’ll have absorbed all that
information.
The stories were told only in the winter. They had to work in the
summer. If the children asked to hear stories in the summer, they
were told no; there was work to be done. Berries, corn, and wild
rice had to be harvested; jerky needed to be made, and fish had to
be smoked.24
Early Spring
When spring came around again, they’d move by where there
were a lot of [maple] trees. There was a longer shape of tepee, so
some-times they could boil the sap inside their wigwams.
Otherwise they’d build a rack outside…
They’d use birchbark containers to gather the sap from one tree to
another. They’d seal the holes with spruce gum so they wouldn’t
leak.
They got big iron kettles from the fur traders. They boiled the sap
in those big iron kettles.25 They had to make just as much sugar
as they could. Sometimes they boiled night and day, in order to
make enough sugar so it’ll last them the whole season…
They’d gather sap in the evenings, and they’d strain it. And they
start boiling sap. There have to be about three, four, five kettles
to one fireplace. One would be at the end, where they’d keep on
adding and adding and boiling it.
Well, we do that too. We’d gather thirty gallons of sap in order
to make one gallon of maple syrup; that’s quite a lot of boiling to
do.26
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Patrick DesJarlait, Ojibwe, Red Lake Nation, Maple Sugar Time, 1946.
Philbrook Museum of Art, Tulsa, and Patrick DesJarlait Estate.

Once they start boiling sap, they’re going to continue boiling
until it’s done running. And in the meantime, it’ll storm. A
blizzard may approach, and the fire will be blown out. The
temperature may dip down to 30 or 40 below; it’s too cold to be
working outside. So they will take one or two kettles inside and
continue the process…
They’d get it to a good syrupy stage, and dip it out into a [birch
bark] pail that’s made waterproof with pine pitch and spruce
gum. They’d pour it in there and into the trough and keep
stirring until it becomes thickened to a certain consistency. Then
they pour it into little molds. It crystalizes itself into candy,
23

and the rest they keep stirring. It becomes granulated; there they
have maple sugar.

Left: Ojibwe maple sugar candy, Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe, c.1960 - 1985. Diam. 2.75”.
Minnesota Historical Society, Acc. # 1985.106.18. Right: Miniature Ojibwe Makak
[container], White Earth Reservation, c.1891-1919 or earlier. MNHS. Acc. # 582.E174.

The syrup, they could never keep because they couldn’t put lids on
tight enough to store it. They’d just save enough, maybe, for the
first part of summer. If they kept a lot of it, it would mold. That
was a waste, and they never believed in wasting anything, not
ever taking too much of anything.27
And what they’d do is, if the season was almost over, they dug a
hole in the ground. They’d line it with birchbark, put their sugar
baskets inside and cover it with birchbark. Wherever they may
be, whenever they’d move, they’d come after one basket at a time,
because they couldn’t carry those sugar baskets around; they were
really heavy…
As soon as the sap started getting cloudy, they quit boiling sap.
The season was over; they’d wash everything and put it in a
storage house, even their kettles; nobody bothered them. That’s
the place they’d come back to each spring because sugar camp
was right there... And then they’d move, by the lake; it wasn’t
very far.
24

Summer

Karen Savage-Blue, Fond du Lac Ojibwe, Redwing Blackbird, 2013. Oil painting.

Now the summer wigwam was a different type of wigwam. We
call it waaganigan in our language. It was all round. Down near
the bottom, this wigwam was made of elm bark. The elm bark
they say is cooler in the summertime… They didn’t build a fire
inside in the summertime; they cooked outside. They never did
kill more game than they really had to in the summertime. When
anything was left over, they cut it into strips and hung it over the
fire to smoke and dry. And they had gardens – Indian corn,
squash, and beans.
25

In the evenings, the young people played lacrosse; sometime the
elderly played too; they liked to play games.
In June, they’d pull bulrushes. Sometimes we eat the roots too.
They’re real good; they taste like cucumbers. Of course if they’re
early enough. They pull them out, from the lake. They cut the top
off and the roots and tie them together, about forty or fifty of
them, and they boiled them about fifteen minutes. They hung
them out in the sun, and they bleached light. If they wanted to
make designs on their mats, they had to use their own colors.
Like black would be black ashes and red from bloodroots.

Francis Densmore, photo of Ojibwe woman weaving a rush mat, 1918.
Minnesota Historical Society Reserve Album 96, p.41.28

They really were busy; they tanned deer hides and made clothing,
nets, and everything, all in the summertime. And also when
berries started to get ripe, the ladies would start picking berries –
as much as they could. They had to dry the berries, every kind of
berry, and even the teas, chokecherry twigs and their leaves.
26

They’d dry them up in wintergreen. They had to gather and dry
everything, even the medicine they used.
And they did the same thing; dug a hole in the ground and put
them in birchbark baskets. The funny thing is -- if you put
anything in birchbark it won’t get damp or spoiled.29 They
covered it up with birchbark, and that was for the winter food…
And then again, in the later part of August, they’d move to where
the rice lake was.
Autumn
For the fall wigwam, they’d go out and look for cattails. Of
course, there are a lot of cattails around. They’d look for the
tallest ones in the swamp, cut them as far as they wanted and
sew them together with basswood strings.
Nowadays we’ve got some kind of game warden. Years ago
they’d have a chief or committeeman. He’d go around and look
at the rice lakes [to see how much each could be permitted to
harvest]. There were a lot of little rice lakes around; it would
depend on how much rice there’d be on a lake.
Maple sugar and wild rice were their main foods. When they’d
get ready, they’d move in there. Sometimes, before it was fully
ripe, when it was still in blossom, an old lady would go out and
look for the thickest part of the rice. She had a big ball of
basswood string. She’d go out on the lake and tie the rice up in
bundles.

27

Robert DesJarlait, Ojibwe, Bear Clan, Red Lake Nation.
Dakobijigan (Tying Rice), 2019. Watercolor.

She did this to protect it from the wind and rain, because the wild
rice, as soon as it ripens, falls back into the lake and reseeds itself
again.
At the end of the season, she’d go and take the basswood off
those bunches and shake the rice in her canoe; she’d get a nice
canoe full.
As soon as the rice was fully ripe and ready, they’d go out on the
lake. One would be standing near the end of the canoe – no
matter if it’s a man or a lady – and she’d have a long pole. She
had to stand up to see where she’s going, where there’ll be more
28

rice. The one that was sitting had two rice sticks. She’d take a
bunch of that rice, and then she’d knock it on both sides. She had
to be real careful not to break those stalks. They take care of
their wild rice real nice.30
After getting a canoe full, they’d bring it in and put it on a roll of
birchbark. And there are little living things out there, spiders and
ladybugs and other kinds of worms. They will crawl out of the
rice and go right back down where they live, leaving the rice nice
and clean to be parched and then threshed and then fanned.
Wild rice is very nutritious and it goes a long way; one cup will
expand to make four cups. It’s very delicious; I just love wild
rice!31
Fishing and hunting were done through most of the year; in the
fall, fish and meat were dried and stored for the winter.

Robert DesJarlait, Ojibwe, Bear Clan, Red Lake Nation, Fisher Women, 2019. Watercolor.
29

That was what they used to do, years ago. Of course years ago too,
the first maple sugar they’d make, they’d have a feast, give thanks to
the Great Spirit. And also when they’d start making rice, the first rice
they’d get, they’d always give thanks to the Great Spirit.32

Margaret Hill, Embroidered Tobacco Tray, 1986. MN Historical Society, Acc. # 1987.58.2.
Birchbark with basswood strips and dyed plant fibers. 2.2” x 9.66”x 9.66.” Tobacco and
other plant combinations are often symbolic offerings of prayer, communion, and respect.

A Personal Experience
When I lived in Minnesota, some Ojibwe friends took me out to
the sugar bush. It was very early spring. The air was cold and
windy, and the space around the fire was hot, but there was a fresh
scent in the woods. I was helping to carry small buckets to the fire.
I had run out of drinking water, and suddenly began to feel faint.
A few people who were nearby noticed and pointed out a stump to
sit down. Then someone brought me a tall cup of raw maple sap.
I hadn’t known it could be drunk raw, and it was the most refreshing
drink I had ever tasted.
Stories and Prophecies
Like those of many cultures, Native stories serve as sources of
humor, entertainment, remembrance, social teaching and spiritual
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insights. Traditional stories are often told in metaphorical
language. Their oral transmission leaves them open-ended,
both in the telling and in meanings to listeners. In the PBS videos,
Tribal Histories: Ojibwe Music, and Tribal Histories: Ojibwe
History, Eddie Benton-Benai and Denise Sweet point out the inner
nature of living traditions, which can be heard and felt in music,
nature and community as well as in words.33
Eddie Benton-Banai shared a series of traditional stories in his
Mishomis [Grandfather] Book, and in spoken words. They begin
with Creation -- by one Being (Gitchi Manitou or lit. Great Spirit),
felt to exist in all of life as well as beyond it.34
One widespread story is about a huge flood that destroys most of
the earth’s life. In Benton-Banai’s telling, Original Man survives
by holding on to a log. The few remaining animals take turns
holding the log and swimming. He and several animals try
to dive to the bottom to bring back some soil to renew the earth’s
life, but none is able to reach that far.
Then the small muskrat determines to try, despite the skepticism of
the larger animals. He does manage to reach the bottom and propel
himself upward but is unable to survive. However, the others find
the soil held between his paws. They spread it on the surface of the
log, where it quickly expands and regenerates the earth. The
muskrat and his descendants are honored for their sacrifice.35
That story inspired contemporary novelist Louise Erdrich to give
a character, based on her grandfather, the name Wazhask (Muskrat)
because of the way he sacrificed his health, working sleeplessly to
prevent the Turtle Mountain Reservation from losing Federal
recognition and being eliminated.36
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Karen Savage-Blue, Fond du Lac Ojibwe, Sawyer, MN, Creation Story, c. 2021.
24”x 20”. Giclee print by CPL Imaging, Duluth.

In a version told by Basil Johnston, it is Sky Woman who comes
down to the Ocean and is held by the Turtle. In his version, the
muskrat is revived.37
The Mishomis Book culminates in a sequence of messages known
as the ‘Seven Fires prophecies.’ 38 Prophecies like these are not
fatalistic predictions written in stone, but indications of likely
possibilities dependent on people’s choices.
The Fires refer to seven major messages, said to have been given
before the time of Columbus. The first three advise Algonquin
people to move west and look for a place “where food grows
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on water”. The next four deal with global concerns, similar to
those of other Native traditions.39
Two prophets (whose messages are really one) foretell the coming
of pale-skinned people. One says if they come as brothers, they and
Native people (along with others) can share their knowledge and
create a great and wholesome nation. The other says if they come
as destroyers, they’ll bring widespread death to much of the earth’s
life including their own. People are warned to be careful because
destruction can wear a face that looks like brotherhood.40
Benton-Benai interwove these warnings with contemporary
knowledge –- of catastrophic wars and widespread illness,
destruction of resources needed for sustenance, breakup of
communities, religious persecution, and forced education in
schools where children were not allowed to speak their own
languages and were told their families’ teachings were either
ignorant or inspired by the devil. He pointed out the emptiness
and desperation many people have experienced as a result of
these and other impositions.
Environmental destruction was and remains an intense concern.
Benton-Benai refers to statements that people will know these
warnings are real if “the rivers run with poison and fish become
unfit to eat.” 41
A young person, however, brings a message of hope and resilience.
As the prophet of the Seventh Fire, he forecasts that when
devastation has become almost become total, “New People” will
arise. Among Native people they’ll work to revive their own
cultural roots. Among all people they’ll contribute to furthering
brotherhood, sisterhood, mutual respect and regard for diverse
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forms of life.42 The critical time for those efforts is widely seen as
the present.
Eddie Benton-Banai:
If we natural people of the Earth could wear the face of
brotherhood, we might be able to deliver our society from the
road to destruction. Could we make the two roads that today
represent two clashing worldviews come together to form that
mighty nation? Could a nation be formed that is guided by
respect for all living things?
Are we the New People of the Seventh Fire? 43

Erik Michael Mitchell, Red Cliff Band of Ojibwe.
Side Lake, MN, August 19, 2021, at 7:52 PM.
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